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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE  

CALL FOR VIEWS ON THE NON-DOMESTIC RATES (SCOTLAND) BILL 

SUBMISSION FROM N KING 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the proposal to remove eligibility to claim charitable 
relief from non-domestic rates from mainstream independent schools. 

I disagree that the proposals are based on parity. Reading the proposals I note inconsistencies 
throughout, such as nurseries and universities being exempt from paying rates on the basis of 
them providing childcare and of educating our future workforce, yet surely that is what a school 
also does, regardless of being a state or independent school? Although I read that state schools 
are rateable, in fact I understand that is just a paper exercise in the local authorities with no 
actual revenue being raised by it, and they are fully VAT exempt as educational bodies but 
independent schools are only partially exempt which doesn’t seem fair either. 

As someone who used to think we had an outstanding state education system in Scotland 
having witnessed it I now have a differing opinion. Our catchment school is crumbling, under-
resourced and many of the staff demoralised and overtly critical of their own school. I would like 
to share with the Committee members the reason I chose to, actually more like I felt forced to 
send my son to an independent fee-paying school. My son wanted to stay with his friends and 
go to our catchment secondary school having spent the previous 8 years with his friends at the 
local primary school and nursery. However he has a rare genetic condition which impacts on his 
learning ability. Although initially he got support for learning to enable him to be educated in a 
mainstream school, over the years, even those his additional support needs remained, I was told 
the funding was limited and therefore his support would be withdrawn to a point that it was so 
limited it was denying him access to an effective education if he remained within the state sector. 

Therefore I had to look at what the independent school system could offer him. Fortunately my 
family have been financially supportive enough to enable this choice, but it is not a choice made 
lightly. Undertaking several years of fee paying education is not a small undertaking, and 
certainly in my experience many children who attend fee-paying schools come from ordinary, not 
wealthy families who are just trying to do the best for their children, because like me the 
alternative was not acceptable to provide the type of education their children need. 

The school he now attends is very supportive of him and his needs. He is taught in small class 
sizes with individual attention in support for learning geared to his needs and has a wide range 
of less academic options to motivate and inspire him allowing him to fulfil his potential. I know a 
lot of children like him who have additional support needs which are not significant enough to 
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warrant a place at a special school or in a specialist provision at a mainstream school but who 
are being failed by the state system, so like my son attend an independent school to access the 
help they need. But to pay for that hard-working families are having to fund this significant cost 
out of taxed income on top of paying their local taxes which should cover their education. I don't 
feel any of the contribution independent schools make in this regard is being considered: quite 
rightly special education schools are exempt from rates, but what about schools which also 
provide a level of special education for their more vulnerable pupils some of whom are 
registered disabled? These children are not taking up places at state schools thereby giving 
more capacity for other children and this contribution should be recognised. I consider it unfair to 
pass yet more fee burden on to parents which inevitably is what would happen if rate relief is 
scrapped. I understand that any extra revenue raised by this Bill will be wiped out if only 1 in 30 
of children currently in Scottish independent schools move into the state system so it therefore 
looks a very short-sighted strategy, but some families would not be able to afford higher fees if 
the cost of rates are passed on in this way. 

I would also like to add that the school offers music tuition to the nearby primary school which 
wouldn’t otherwise benefit. Many local people use the sporting and recreational facilities, charity 
and careers events are held there, money is raised for local causes. Bursaries and scholarships 
are offered. Jobs are created. Independent schools do so much more than just educate the 
pupils who attend, their benefits are underestimated in the community and beyond as they are 
just seen as educating the privileged few without looking at what actually goes on behind their 
school gates. 

In the interests of fairness I think the proposal to remove eligibility to claim charitable relief from 
non-domestic rates from mainstream independent schools should be seriously reconsidered in 
light of the wider implications. 

Thank you for your attention. 
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